Isolated Orbital Roof Fracture: Can It Be Catastrophic?

Abstract
Orbital encephalocele is a rare catastrophic complication of orbital roof fractures. Early diagnosis of this posttraumatic orbital encephalocele is very crucial because this condition if untreated leads to rapid loss of vision. Whenever displaced orbital roof fracture is identified in a head injury patient, an orbital encephalocele should be suspected. Although magnetic resonance imaging is the investigation of choice, computed tomography of orbit with thin axial and coronal sequences often gives the diagnosis. Frontobasal approach is the most commonly used surgical approach. Supra-transorbital approach is a minimally invasive alternative. Good results with regard to the orbital symptoms can be expected.
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Introduction
Isolated orbital roof fractures are rare. These fractures are usually seen in motor vehicle accidents with blunt injury to the forehead or sides of the orbit. Most of these fractures heal without any complications.[1,2] Orbital encephalocele is one of the rare but catastrophic complications of orbital roof fractures. Only a limited number of cases have been reported with a study published in 2016 stating number of such cases to be 25.[3] Early diagnosis of orbital encephalocele is very crucial because this condition if untreated leads to rapid loss of vision. Here, we report a case of orbital “blow-in” fracture with orbital encephalocele.

Methods
The clinical and radiological features and surgical findings of a case of orbital encephalocele treated in our hospital have been reviewed. Published cases in the literature have been analyzed and reported here.

Clinical presentation
A 7-year-old boy was admitted in our emergency department following road traffic accident. He fell down from a bicycle. On admission, his Glasgow Coma Scale was 15/15. On examination, he had periorbital hematoma with edematous lids closing the right eye. Pupils were equal in size, reacting to light, and extraocular movements were normal on both sides. His vision was normal and able to count fingers at 5 feet.

Computed tomography (CT) scan of the head revealed fracture in the roof of the right orbit and a small hematoma in extraconal space [Figure 1]. It also revealed contusions in the basifrontal lobe. On the 4th day of admission, we noticed right eyeball protruding through the closed lids [Figure 2]. Extraocular movements were restricted. Visual acuity in the right eye was 3/60 and in left 6/6. CT orbit with thin sagittal and coronal sections was done. Axial section showed enlargement of the extraconal lesion medially, and it was pushing the orbit anteriorly and laterally. The coronal section showed the brain matter herniating through the defect in the roof [Figure 2].

Frontobasal approach with small frontal craniotomy was used. On lifting the frontal lobe, tear in the basal dura was seen adherent to the fracture margin. After releasing the dura, herniated, lacerated brain along with pia-arachnoid covering was evacuated. The displaced bone fragment was retrieved. Duroplasty was done with pericranium. Orbital roof was reconstructed with titanium mesh with screws. In the immediate postoperative period, the proptosis has resolved [Figure 3]. In the next couple of days, his vision improved to normal.
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Figure 1: Computed tomography scan of the head done on admission showed suspected extraconal hematoma. Note the periorbital soft-tissue swelling.

Discussion

Orbital roof fractures most often result from blunt injury. These fractures are relatively common in pediatric age group. Proportionally larger cranium and incomplete pneumatization of the frontal sinus in young children make them susceptible to the fracture because the impact force is directly transmitted to orbital roof. These fractures may be simple undisplaced or complex. The complex fractures can be blow out or blow in fractures. “Blowout” fractures usually present with entrapment syndrome. “Blow-in” fractures present with features of raised intraorbital pressure or impingement syndrome. Inferiorly displaced fractures and fractures with surface area over 2 cm² represent higher risk fractures. They should be followed closely for any complications.

Orbital encephalocele is a rare complication of orbital roof fractures. It is characterized by herniation of the part of the brain and meninges through the fracture line into the orbit. Traumatic orbital encephalocele can be classified as acute and chronic. Acute orbital encephalocele occurs within days after the injury. It leads to rapid loss of vision. Hence, early diagnosis is crucial. It is commonly reported in children between 2 and 12 years of age. Few cases in adults have also been reported.

The most common symptoms are rapidly progressive proptosis, decreased vision, eyelid swelling, and restricted eyeball movements. The periorbital edema resulting from the injury often makes the early diagnosis difficult.

Three factors play an important role in the pathogenesis of acute orbital encephalocele. They are raised intracranial pressure, injury to the basal dura, and bony defect due to the fracture. Herniated brain and bone fragments cause venous outflow obstruction which results in edema of the retro-orbital soft tissues and increased intraorbital pressure. This, in turn, obliterates the draining veins. This vicious cycle ultimately results in retinal artery occlusion and permanent visual loss.

Early diagnosis is vital to preserve the vision. Encephalocele may be misinterpreted as extraconal hematoma in the cranial CT scan. Many authors advised magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the orbit as the investigation of choice. It may not be always easy to perform MRI in emergency situation. CT of the orbit with thin axial and coronal sections is very useful in the evaluation of the orbital contents. Often, this is useful in establishing the diagnosis.

Chronic orbital encephalocele or growing fracture of orbital roof occurs usually months or years after the initial injury. Like growing fracture of the skull, orbital roof-growing fractures are commonly seen in infants and children. Cerebral pulsation and normal growth of the brain and cranium of the children are responsible for the growth of the fracture.

The goals of the surgical treatment of orbital encephalocele are (1) orbital decompression by removing herniated brain, (2) duroplasty, and (3) orbital roof reconstruction. Orbital roof reconstruction is the key step and should be done in all cases. The most common surgical approach described in the literature is frontobasal approach. Recently, di Somma et al. described a minimally invasive combined supra-transorbital keyhole approach for the reconstruction of delayed orbital encephalocele. Through superior blepharoplasty incision, the authors made orbital osteotomy with supraorbital minicraniotomy.

Various materials have been described in the literature for the reconstruction of the orbital roof. Autologous bone graft, temporalis fascia, alloplastic grafts such as titanium mesh and miniscrews, polypropylene, porous polyethylene, methyl methacrylate, and polyamide mesh have been used.
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for the reconstruction.[3,10,15] Irrespective of the material used the cosmetic outcome is very good in all cases. Recurrence has not been reported in the literature.

Conclusion

Acute traumatic orbital encephalocele is a rare complication of orbital roof fractures. Early diagnosis is vital as untreated cases could result in devastating complications. CT orbit with thin axial and coronal sections can be reliable in making the diagnosis. Traditional approach such as frontal craniotomy and frontobasal approach or minimally invasive supra-transorbital approach can be used for the repair of the orbital roof. Reconstruction of the orbital roof using autologous or alloplastic graft is the key step in the surgery.
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